
Aquafi ghter® tank opening & product fi t guide

Tank Capacity 0-100 L
0-25 US gal

100-500 L
25-125 US gal

500-1000 L
125-250 US gal

1000-1500 L
250-400 US gal

1500-2000 L
400-525 US gal

2000-5000 L
 525-1250 gal

5000-10000 L
1250-2500 gal

10000-15000 L
 2500-4000 gal

15000-20000 L
4000-5250 gal

20000-30000 L
 5250-8000 gal

30000+ L
8000+ galTank Opening

38-90mm
1.5-3.5”

Finger
(0-12 months)

50-100mm
2-4”

Finger
(0-12 months)

Snake
(0-12 months)

Snake
(0-6 months)

Twin Snake
(0-12 months)

Snake
(0-4 months)

Twin Snake
(0-8 months)

Triple Snake
(0-12 months)

Snake
(0-3 months)

Twin Snake
(0-6 months)

Triple Snake
(0-9 months)

Quad Snake
(0-12 months)

90-150mm
3.5-6”

Anaconda
(0-24 months)

Anaconda
(0-12 months)

Anaconda
(0-6 months)

Twin 
Anaconda
(0-12 months)

Anaconda
(0-4.5 months)

Twin 
Anaconda
(0-9 months)

Anaconda
(0-3 months)

Twin 
Anaconda
(0-6 months)

150-300mm
6-12”

Medium Canvas
(0-12 months)

Large Canvas
(0-24 months)

Medium 
Canvas

(0-6 months)

Large 
Canvas

(0-12 months)

Large 
Canvas

(0-6 months)

Large 
Canvas

(0-4.5 months)

Large 
Canvas

(0-3 months)

300-600mm
12-24”

Large Canvas
(0-24 months)

Large 
Canvas

(0-12 months)

Large 
Canvas

(0-6 months)

Large 
Canvas

(0-4.5 months)

Large 
Canvas

(0-3 months)

Fuel Station 
Mat

(0-12 months)

2+ Fuel 
Station Mats

(0-12 months)

Fuel Station Mat
(0-24 months)

600mm+
24”+

Depot

• Check the opening size of the tank fi rst, and then the capacity of the tank. Choose an Aquafi ghter that suits your maintenance schedules.

• The period shown is the maximum time that the Aquafighter should be left in place between changes. 

• Ensure you check periodically that the Aquafighter has not become saturated, particularly after first time use. 

• Avoid leaving in place when fuel tank is in motion, particularly where the Aquafighter might block the fuel intake.

• These are estimates and needs could differ based on fuel quality, tank conditions and fuel quantity.

 � Check the opening size of the tank first, and then the capacity of the tank. 
Choose an Aquafighter that suits your maintenance schedules.

 � The period shown is the maximum time that the Aquafighter should be 
left in place between changes. 

 � These are estimates and needs could differ based on fuel quality, tank 
conditions and fuel quantity.

These instructions are applicable to the following Aquafighter® products:

999.020 999.026 999.027-1 999.027-2 999.027-3

Finger Snake
Twin  

Snake
Triple  
Snake

Quad  
Snake

999.028 999.040 999.021 999.022

Anaconda
Twin  

Anaconda
Medium  
Canvas

Large  
Canvas

Instructions
KEEPS DIESEL FUEL WATER-FREE - PROTECTING FUEL TANKS

Aquafighter® is an active tank treatment that removes emulsified water from diesel and biodiesel blended 
fuel, along with any free water present.

Aquafighter® - a true revolution in fuel quality management and fuel tank maintenance
 � Short & Long-term savings on maintenance and capital equipment
 � Demulsifies diesel & biodiesel blends by maintaining water levels below fuel specification in the tank at all times
 � Protects fuel tanks from microbial growth, corrosion and other related damages caused by water accumulation
 � Non-toxic, safe to handle and safe for the environment
 � Stops the domino-effect of water damage degrading both the fuel and fuel system, which ultimately will affect 

operational equipment and diesel engines 
 � Facilitates fuel-quality management, preserving your fuel tank condition better than other combined solutions 
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Identify your tank conditions

Tank is clean and fuel is in good condition with low water content:

Fuel has significant water content (high ppm):

Fuel and tank has some water content + sludge and microbial contamination:

Fuel and tank has significant water content + heavy sludge and microbial content:

 � Tank should be emptied and cleaned first 
to prevent this sludge and microbial growth 
from clogging filters and getting into 
machines

 � Refill with clean fuel

 � Aquafighter can be installed to remove 
bound/emulsified water

 � Check for levels of microbial contamination 
in the fuel using FUELSTAT test kit

 � It only makes sense to care for your tank so 
that your fuel will treat your machines well

 � Install Aquafighter following instructions 
in next steps and maintain water-free 
conditions

 � Check periodically and replace Aquafighter 
when full or almost full and your tank will 
not suffer the fate of the next 3 examples

This is the ideal scenario for use of 
Aquafighter. As always, prevention is better 
than cure, so look to install Aquafighter 
from new into clean tanks with clean fuel 
for long trouble-free service

 � Drain free water from the bottom of the tank
 � Aquafighter can then be installed to remove 

emulsified water
 � Aquafighter will immediately start 

demulsifying fuel and should be checked 

after two days to determine the level of 
saturation 

 � When the Aquafighter product (water 
absorbing powder) fills 50% of its chamber, 
replace the product with a new one to 
maintain water-free conditions

 � Whether you use Aquafighter or not, if your 
tank looks like this, you should not put this 
fuel in anything of value

 � Empty and clean this tank thoroughly and 
visually inspected if possible before re-use

 � Refill with clean fuel
 � Install Aquafighter and begin a new era of 

clean tank and clear & bright fuel
 � Check for levels of microbial contamination 

in the fuel using FUELSTAT test kit

Emulsified 
Fuel

Free Water

Microbial 
Contamination

Sludge

Firstly, identify the current state 
of the fuel and storage tank. While 
performing a visual inspection, if 
the fuel is hazy to a point where you 
cannot distinguish the inside of the 
tank, here are some options for you:

 � Take a drain or bottom sample 
from the fuel tank, test 
each sample for microbial 
contamination using a FUELSTAT 
test kit

 � Introduce the Aquafighter Dipstick 
Indicator into the tank to check for 
free or emulsified water content

1

Procedure for use on vehicles, construction machinery, pleasure boats, etc
Common to fuel tanks on vehicles, construction machinery and pleasure boats is that they have an internal tank structure that includes 
a float and possibly a fuel pump (“feed pump”). To prevent the Aquafighter from interfering with these components or the fuel supply 
it is strongly recommended to remove the Aquafighter from the tank when the vehicle, machine or boat is in operation. However, it 
is highly recommended that the Aquafighter remains in the tank continuously outside of those operating periods, and is regularly 
inspected for water absorption.

Removal during operation: 
Before starting the engine of the vehicle / boat, the Aquafighter filter 
MUST be removed from the tank, inspected for water content (see 
section 7) and placed back in the airtight bag. Allow the Aquafighter 
to drip off excess diesel before placing it in the bag.

Re-installation:
As soon as the vehicle / boat has ceased operation the 
Aquafighter should be re-installed to project the tank and keep 
the fuel water free. Follow steps 2-6.
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Fuel and tank has significant water content + heavy sludge and microbial content:

IMPORTANT:
The pouch should be kept handy to be utilized to contain the 
used Aquafighter product at time of change-out.

Inspection: 
The Aquafighter must be inspected regularly, e.g. 
monthly, for water content / water absorption. If less 
than 50% of the Aquafighter has turned red, it can be 
returned to the tank. If more than 50% of the Aquafighter 
has turned red, replacement is recommended.

Replacement: 
When more than 50% of the Aquafighter filter has turned red, 
replacement is recommended. Used Aquafighter must be 
safely placed in the bag it was delivered in, or similar, and 
disposed of at an approved collection point, e.g. the local 
recycling centre. The used Aquafighter filter will consist 
mostly of water, but small amounts of diesel can remain, and 
it should therefore be treated in the same way as other waste 
fuels, lubricating, or hydraulic oil, fuel and paint residues.

Minimum
Fuel Level

2

4

3

Carefully remove Aquafighter from 
the airtight pouch. 

Measure the correct position of the 
Aquafighter from outside the tank 
and mark the cord/string length to 
the tank opening such that the top 
of the Aquafighter filter will be just 
below the low fuel level in the tank

Lower the Aquafighter into the 
tank low point location so that the 
Aquafighter is resting on the bottom 
being lightly suspended in the 
tank, using the mark on the cord as 
reference

Ensure that sufficient length of cord 
is left outside the tank so that it 
can be attached, e.g. by making a 
loop around the filler pipe, or other 
suitable secure attachment

Installation

5 6

7 8
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Cord Attachment:
It is important that the cord is secured securely to the 
outside of the tank for retrieval of the Aquafighter for 
inspection and replacement, without chance of damage 
to the cord during service.



STORAGE, STABILITY AND RECYCLING
Storage conditions: 
No special storage conditions are specified

Suitable packaging: 
Must only be kept in original packaging

Transport class: 
This product does not require a classification for transport

Recycling:
These filters are not suitable for recycling. The used Aquafighter 
filter will consist mostly of water, but small amounts of diesel 
can remain, and it should therefore be treated in the same way 
as other waste fuels, lubricating, or hydraulic oil, fuel and paint 
residues. The user’s attention is drawn to the possible existence 
of regional or national regulations regarding disposal of fuel

MATERIAL DATA
For complete MSDS documents please visit: www.conidia.com

Aquafighter® Filters:
Each filter is composed of a synthetic felt sock containing a 
quantity of Aquafighter powder, and a steel weight. A PPF/PA 
cord is attached via a Brass eyelet. The filter is supplied in a 
resealable PE pouch.

Aquafighter® Powder:
The active ingredient is a mixture of dyed polymer.

Hazardous components: No component is present at sufficient 
concentration to require a hazardous classification

Product Import Codes:

Information
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

 � Prior to preserving fuel with Aquafighter, it is recommended 
to start with a clean tank. Removal of sludge and possible 
microbial contamination is key to a successful fuel treatment. 
Microbial growth is known to clog filters and to affect 
equipment. Levels of microbial contamination in the fuel can 
be verified using a FUELSTAT test kit

 � Introduce clean fuel into a clean tank
 �  Introduce the right Aquafighter product based on the fuel 

volume and tank configuration

PRODUCT SUPPORT
Comprehensive support information and instructions are 
available on the website: www.conidia.com

If you have any additional technical queries regarding your 
Aquafighter® please contact: info@conidia.com

TROUBLESHOOTING
Problem Cause/Remedy

Product Commodity Code HTS Code
Finger 999.020

Snake 999.026

Twin Snake 999.027-1

Triple Snake 999.027-2

Quad Snake 999.027-3

Anaconda 999.028

Twin Anaconda 999.040

Medium Canvas 999.021

Large Canvas 999.022

Conidia Bioscience Ltd

Bakeham Lane, Egham, 
Surrey, TW20 9TY, UK

+44 (0)1491 829102 
info@conidia.com

Centre Tank Services Ltd

41 Minworth Ind Park, Forge Lane, 
Sutton Coldfield, B76 1AH, UK

+44 (0)121 351 4445
sales@centretank.com




